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(Gallery entrance)
Justin Tyler Tate
Peer2Pickle Introduction, 2019, Digital video, 3.5 minutes

(Gallery, clockwise from entrance)
Mo Chieh/莫捷
Perfect Vegetables, 2018, Video, 15 minutes

Andrew Gryf Paterson
Edible Paper Experiments, 2019, Installation and workshops, Dimensions variable

Justin Tyler Tate and Mo Chieh/莫捷
New York City Waste Tour, 2019, Digital videos, 5 minutes each

Agnieszka Pokrywka
Re-Use Yourself, 2019, Printed matter, video, and workshops, Dimensions variable

Justin Tyler Tate
Untitled, 2019, Installation consisting of mixed media

Mo Chieh/莫捷
Perfect Vegetables, 2018, Digital photo installation, 27 x 56 in
01/
THE LOOFAH FARMER
2018 in Nantou, Taiwan
Mr. Zhong is harvesting and wrapping each loofah in bubble wrap.

02/
THE PACKAGE BOX
2018 in Taipei, Taiwan
On the boxes, it tells you which and whose farm the produce is from and which tier is it.

03/
THE AUCTION
2018 in Taipei, Taiwan
In the Taipei Agricultural Products Marketing CO., LTD. all of the auctions happen from 1:30 a.m. until 4 a.m. The auctioneer is selling the farmed produce to bidding buyers.

04/
THE HANGING PIG TRUCK
2018 in Nantou, Taiwan
Nearby the Taipei Agricultural Products Marketing CO., LTD. are different kinds of food be delivered and sold in the middle of night.

05/
THE INADEQUATE TOMATOES ON THE FLOOR
2018 in Nantou, Taiwan
The farmers would choose to leave those imperfect crops in the farm instead of trying to sell them.

06,07/
DISCARDED VEGETABLE STORAGE
2018 in Taipei, Taiwan
In the basement of the Taipei Agricultural Products Marketing CO. LTD., trimmed and wasted vegetables are gathered to be delivered or buried. They are not allowed to be used for other purposes.

08,09/
THE SHARED FRIDGE NEAR THE FOOD BANK
2018 in Taipei, Taiwan
Everyday, people from the organization collect leftover bread and repackagde it, disassociating it from its producer and reducing portion sizes, in order to distribute it in a public fridge near the food bank. They relabel each package with a new expiration date.

10/
LOW INCOME HOUSING NEAR THE FOOD BANK
2018 in Nantou, Taiwan
More than half of the houses here are small and messy. It is a poorer area in Taipei where the food bank plays an important role, helping many people in need.